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Abstract 
Measured Inelastic Neutron Scattering Data (INSD) is obtained in energy-momentum 

space by neutron spectroscopy methods. With recent advances in time-of-flight chopper 

spectrometers (i.e. ARCS, CNCS, HYSPEC), the entire 4-dimensional (𝑸#, 𝑸%,𝑸&, 𝐸) space can 

be efficiently collected. With that said, the spatial dimensions of the detectors limit the span of 

the crystal’s reciprocal space {𝑯+,-} covered. Depending on the crystallographic space group of 

the measured crystal, the tiling of INSD in reciprocal space must display a corresponding set of 

symmetry relations. In this thesis, we detail the construction of a post-processing algorithm that 

overlaps the dataset of a given crystal sample to its Primitive Brillouin Zone (PBZ). Furthermore, 

to ensure crystal symmetry is preserved, an average of the overlapped dataset over the crystal’s 

symmetry equivalent 𝒒𝒍 points inside the PBZ is then obtained by applying the rotational 

symmetry operations to the folded dataset. The method we apply is consistent with band-

unfolding methods for supercell calculations where the primitive cell’s translational symmetry is 

preserved (Ikeda & Popescu & Allen). We fold INSD of Germanium and Niobium, both crystals 

whose supercells preserve the translational symmetry of the primitive lattice, and present the 

improvement of the statistical quality of the data through the evolution of the folding. 
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Introduction 
 
Recent advances in time-of-flight (TOF) neutron spectroscopy have allowed for the 

measurement of extended domains of the energy-momentum space of crystals. By having the 

ability to moderate the temperature of the incident neutrons hitting the sample, a wide energy 

range can be explored. Additionally, TOF instruments are able to efficiently probe momentum 

space, a substantial improvement from Triple-Axis spectrometers, their predecessors. With that 

said, however, the range of momentum space is limited by the physical dimensions of the 

detector, where larger reciprocal domains require a larger detector. Nevertheless, due to the 

crystallographic symmetries present in a crystal, the collected reciprocal domain reveals a 

periodic pattern. This means that one repeated unit is sufficient to represent the entire domain. 

This eliminates the need to build large detectors, but does not guarantee that excitations spanning 

the crystal’s energy momentum space are all collected within that unit. In fact, due to the nature 

of the scattering processes involved in such measurements, the probability of measuring an 

excitation increases with increasing repeated units collected. Furthermore, this repeated unit 

displays additional patterns described by the point group of its space group. Because of that, we 

developed a folding algorithm of INSD that folds the entire reciprocal domain of a given crystal 

to one primitive cell. Moreover, to further enhance the statistical quality of the datasets, the 

additional patterns present within one primitive cell are exploited. The end result is a high quality 

domain of the crystal’s complete energy momentum space, known as the Primitive Brillouin 

Zone. 

INSD spans a finite domain in reciprocal space {𝑯+,-}, while supercell (SC) calculations 

output the Brillouin Zone of the SC (SBZ). For both cases, checking that the finite reciprocal 

space domains preserve the symmetry of the crystallographic space group presents its own 

challenges and benefits. The SC domain is often used to calculate the eigenstates of the modelled 

crystal; those eigenstates are then used to model and reproduce INSD. To preserve the 
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translational symmetry of the crystallographic space group {𝑅|𝑻}, Born-von-Karman (BvK) 

boundary conditions are applied on the real space SC edges, thus resulting to a SBZ description. 

INSD, however, is treated as if BvK boundary conditions are applied on the real space primitive 

cell (PC) edges, giving a PBZ description. Due to this discrepancy, unfolding methods have been 

developed to project the calculated SC eigenstates inside the SBZ to the PBZ of the underlying 

structure. By doing so, the SC eigenstates are guaranteed to capture the translational symmetry of 

the underlying PC. Alternatively, INSD domain is shown to preserve the crystallographic 

symmetries by tiling it with the PBZ (the Wigner-Seitz cell) that preserves the primitive 

translational symmetry as well as the rotational symmetry of the space group.  

As mentioned in the literature by Popescu & Yuda etc. constructing a SC domain to 

perform first-principles calculations is usually done by tiling a chosen PC along the SC principal 

directions. P.B. Allen generalized the unfolding of SC domain into its PC domain, and showed 

that there is a unique decomposition of each SC eigenstate in reciprocal space in terms of the 

primitive translation vectors, irrespective of the primitive basis functions, thus preserving the 

Bloch symmetry of the PC (Allen). If the SC is constructed by an exact N-fold repetition of the 

PC, then the SC eigenstates fully preserve the translational symmetry of the PC, and an unfolding 

procedure would output the exact PC eigenstates. Therefore, in SC calculations, a choice of PC is 

usually chosen to obtain the translationally invariant Hamiltonian (Ikeda & Voicu). Furthermore, 

Ikeda and other band-unfolding methods ensure the full crystallographic symmetry is preserved 

by obtaining the average of the eigenstates over symmetry-equivalent 𝒒𝒍 vectors inside the PBZ. 

In this thesis, we outline a data folding algorithm that folds INSD finite domain to the 

PBZ and, similar to SC band-unfolding algorithms, preserves the crystallographic symmetry of 

the space group by averaging the folded PBZ over its rotationally equivalent points. By doing so, 

we show that the statistical quality of Germanium and Niobium INSD is significantly improved. 
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A. Space Groups as Descriptors of Crystal Symmetry 
	

A more rigorous description of a crystal takes into account all the inherent symmetry 

relations it contains. While an arbitrary three-dimensional lattice can be chosen to capture the 

periodicity of a crystal, the location of the atoms within a repeated block adds additional site 

symmetry relations uniquely captured by one of the 230 crystallographic space groups. Stated 

informally, a crystal is a region of 3D space where each physical point inside that space is 

equivalent to a set of other points within that space; equivalent points are obtained by applying 

the symmetry operations of the crystal’s space group. 

 

	
Figure 1: Bravais Cells  of Germanium (left) & Niobium (right). 

From a crystallographic point of view, a space group is a set of Wigner-Seitz (WZ) 

symmetry operations that, when applied to a lattice, leaves the space invariant. It is a group in a 

mathematical sense. The WZ operation on a point inside the lattice gives the symmetry equivalent 

point: 

 {𝑅|𝑻}𝒓 = 𝑅𝒓 + 𝑻 (1) 
 

 
 𝑻 =	𝐴9:;<;=;>? ∗ 𝝉9:;<;=;>? (2) 

 

 
 𝐴9:;<;=;>? = B

𝑎DD	𝑎DE	𝑎DF
𝑎ED	𝑎EE	𝑎EF
𝑎FD	𝑎FE	𝑎FF

G	 , 𝑎;H 	 ∈ 	ℝ (3) 
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Where 𝑻 is the infinite Abelian invariant subgroup of the space group {𝑅|𝑻}; 𝐴9:;<;=;>? is the 

primitive lattice co-ordinate matrix and the components of 𝝉9:;<;=;>? span ℤ. The point group of 

the space group {𝑅|𝟎}	is isomorphic (has a one-to-one correspondence) to the factor group 

{𝑅|𝑻}/𝑻, which is generated by a coset decomposition of the space group: 

 {𝑅|𝑻}/𝑻 = {𝐼|𝟎}𝑻 + {𝑅E|𝟎}𝑻 + ⋯+ {𝑅;|𝟎}𝑻 (4) 
 
For the 230 crystallographic space groups, this is always true if the factor group is taken with 

respect to the primitive lattice translational subgroup 𝑻 (Glazer, 102), which was found to be an 

important detail in the development of the folding algorithm. By using the primitive translational 

subgroup, generating a factor group shows the decomposition of the translational subgroup 𝑻 

from the rotational operations of the space group. This can be done because 𝑻 is an invariant 

subgroup of {𝑅|𝑻}. If the space group is symmorphic, meaning that it is absent of any non-

primitive translational operations, then the coset representatives {𝑅;|𝟎} form the exact point 

group {𝑅|𝟎} of the space group. If, however, the space group is non-symmorphic, some of the 

coset representatives may contain other than pure point operations combined with screw or glide 

operations (Glazer, 102). Nevertheless, it can be shown that the factor group of a non-

symmorphic space group is still isomorphic to the point group {𝑅|𝟎}. The consequences of that 

means that all vectors inside the primitive cell display the full space group symmetry by applying 

the point group operations {𝑅|𝟎} to them, without having to apply any non-primitive translations. 

The fact that a crystal is invariant under a certain symmetry {𝑅|𝑻} means that in real 

space any property of the crystal described by a function (or operator) 𝑓of the real space variable 

𝒓 will satisfy: 

 𝑓({𝑅|𝑻}𝒓) = 𝑓(𝒓) (5) 
 
To calculate any real space property of a crystal, the lattice is reduced to a unit cell due to the 

translational symmetries present; allowing for such calculations to be feasible (first-principles 
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calculations are usually of the order 10FR  where 𝑁 is the number of constituents of the many-

body system). Neumann’s ‘principle’ states that the macroscopic (tensor) properties of a crystal 

have at least the symmetry of the point group (Glazer). Furthermore, observables that depend on 

the crystal degrees of freedom must preserve the full crystallographic symmetry, what is known 

as crystal invariance. 
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B. Measuring INSD using Time-Of-Flight ARCS Instrument 
 

INSD is the crystal response to inelastically scattered neutron flux convolved with the 

detector’s response. It holds information about both the frequencies and polarization of the 

propagating excitations arising from the correlated atomic motion in the crystal. Neutrons possess 

no charge, allowing them to penetrate the crystal’s electrical environment unperturbed. However, 

they do possess spin and nuclear quantum numbers, allowing for scattering off magnetic 

excitations as well. Additionally, neutrons’ wavelengths can be tuned to be of the same 

magnitude as the interatomic distances inside a crystal, able to probe excitations of that scale. In 

such inelastic scattering processes, energy and momentum are conserved by either exciting or 

absorbing a normal excitation that is allowed to scatter in the measured plane (Squires).  

 

	
Figure 2: Inelastic scattering triangles of scattering processes that involve a 

creation (left) or annihilation (right) of an excitation in the sample crystal. (Anderson 
et. al). 

	
 𝑸 = 𝒌; − 𝒌V (6) 

	

 ℏ𝜔H = 𝐸; − 𝐸V =
ℏE

2𝑚[?\=:][
(𝒌;E − 𝒌VE) (7) 

	 	 	 																
Equations 6 and 7 are the energy and momentum conservation laws of the neutrons involved in 

scattering processes from single excitations. 𝐸;, 𝒌;, 𝐸V, 𝒌V are the incident and scattered neutron 
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energy and wave vector, respectively; 𝜔H  is the frequency of the probed normal excitation and	𝑸 

is the momentum transferred. In such scattering processes, the collection of the scattered neutrons 

from the different nuclei within the lattice constructively interfere at a given solid angle; the 

intensity that is measured at a time-of-flight (TOF) detector at a given snapshot in time then 

reveals the relative probability of a scattering process to occur with a single normal excitation 

with specific values of (𝑸,𝜔H). TOF spectroscopy methods collect a scan in the four dimensional 

(𝑸, 𝐸) space by collecting snapshots of the scattered neutrons across a range of solid angles 

hitting the detector at different time intervals, while sequentially rotating the crystal. In this 

section, we go through the experimental set-up of the ARCS instrument to reveal how INSD is 

measured using such instrument. Additionally, by going through this exercise, the motivation 

behind developing the folding algorithm is further revealed. 

 
The wide angular-range chopper spectrometer (ARCS) is a direct geometry TOF 

instrument used to probe the energy-momentum environment of the crystal samples presented in 

this thesis. In the direct geometry settings, the choppers allow bursts of monochromatic neutron 

pulses to hit the aligned crystal, selecting 𝐸; and 𝒌;. What determines whether an excitation (or a 

symmetry-equivalent one) is allowed to scatter is whether it propagates in the incident plane, and 

what determines its polarization is the intensity of the scattered flux relative to the incident beam.  
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Figure 3: ARCS Time-of-Flight Instrument. The detector spans 3m in height. 

ARCS has three detector banks; each bank hosts around 300 detector tubes of height 1m each. 

This area detector samples the tomography of energy-momentum space. It does so by measuring 

the time and direction of the scattered neutrons relative to the incident pulse. Since the arced 

detector is situated to be equidistant from the sample, neutrons that have gained energy in the 

scattering process will arrive the detector sooner, while neutrons that have lost energy will arrive 

later, owing to the annihilation or creation of an excitation, respectively. The lengthening or 

shortening in neutron traveling times is directly proportional to the energy of the excitation. 

3m 

Ei 

Ef 
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Figure 4: The loci of Q-vectors collected by ARCS area detector at different 

time intervals (Delaire). 

For a single pulse, the locus of wavevectors hitting the area detector at different time intervals is 

sampling a 3-dimensional region in (𝑸,𝐸), where the spatial dimensions of the detector limits the 

magnitude and surface of momentum space explored. For a given time interval, i.e. a fixed 𝐸V and 

|𝒌V|, the loci of scattered wavevectors, ^𝒌V^ − 𝒌;, span a two dimensional region in reciprocal 

space intersecting with the detector. This maps an iso-energy surface 𝐸V in reciprocal space of the 

excitations, obtaining a snapshot in (𝑸,𝐸) space. 
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Figure 5: A snapshot in (Q,E) space obtained by the intersection of the iso-

energy surface (|Kf|,Ef) with the red ARCS area detector at a given time interval. The 
green volume represents the volume of reciprocal space able to be detected at 
different neutron traveling times. The size of reciprocal space is exaggerated 

(Delaire). 

The detection of the scattered flux with time therefore allows us to probe the different iso-energy 

surfaces of the excitations present in the sample. Due to the crystallographic symmetry of the 

crystal, these iso-energy surfaces preserve the crystallographic symmetry as well; reconstructing a 

three-dimensional image of such surfaces requires the rotation of the crystal’s reciprocal space 

while simultaneously capturing snapshots in (𝑸,𝐸) space. Therefore, scattering off high 

symmetry planes is usually favorable to detect the different excitations (Delaire). With 

instruments such as ARCS, the monochromatic neutron beam flux covers a wide energy range 

(15-1500 meV), able to probe crystal excitations at different energy scales (Abernathy et al.). 

With that said, the coverage of (𝑸, 𝐸) space is limited by the spatial dimensions of the arced area 

detector, where samples with smaller real lattice parameter having less coverage due to a larger 

reciprocal lattice parameter. Additionally, the probability of scattering with an excitation 

decreases with increasing scattered excitation energy, making higher frequency excitations harder 

to detect.  
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For a given scattered neutron beam, if we consider a scattering process with a single 

normal excitation, the coherent signal at a given solid angle and a given time hitting the detector 

is given by the following equation: 

 

_
𝜕E𝜎
𝜕Ω𝜕𝐸V

c
d]+

=
(2𝜋)F

2𝑉
𝑘V
𝑘;
h

i𝑛H(𝒒𝒍) +
1
2 ±

1
2l

𝜔H(𝒒𝒍)
	^𝐹H(𝑸)^

E𝛿(𝐸V − 𝐸;
H,𝑲

± ℏ𝜔H(𝒒𝒍))𝛿(𝑸 ± 𝒒𝒍 − 𝑲)			 

 (8) 

 
Where j indexes the normal excitation, 𝒒𝒍 is the translationally equivalent reciprocal vector inside 

the PBZ to that of the scattered neutron 𝑸, and 𝑛H(𝒒𝒍) is the Bose-Einstein thermal occupation of 

that excitation, assuming it’s bosonic. The following equation is derived using Fermi’s golden 

rule, which states that instantaneous scattering processes occur without perturbing the local 

potential (Squires). Before going into detail about what this equation is allowing us to measure, it 

should be pointed out that it represents a scalar quantity. That is, information about the particular 

polarization of the scattered beam at different wavevectors is omitted. Therefore, direct Fourier 

inversion of the reciprocal space response does not inform us of the real space polarization of the 

normal modes, only their magnitudes.	However, when measuring INSD, polarization effects are 

clearly present.  

	

	
Figure 6: : INSD of Germanium (left) & Niobium (right) along Q=(4,h,0) and 

Q=(-1,-1,l) respectively. The observed increase in polarized intensity with increasing 
magnitude of Q is reflected in the inelastic structure factor F(Q).  
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For an experimentalist, knowing the polarization information prior to performing the experiment 

is vital in the experimental set up. This necessitates the fitting of models that can explain the 

measured signal’s intensity (magnitude) and direction (polarization). The above expression of the 

scattering cross section, then, describes the measured phonons, quantized normal excitations 

arising from the lattice vibrations. One type of crystal excitation measurable by inelastic neutron 

scattering, phonons arise from the collective patterns of motion of the nuclei (Kauffman et. al, 

Chapter 13). The ±D
E
 correspond to a scattering process involving a creation or annihilation of a 

phonon; the delta functions ensure energy and momentum are conserved in such processes. 𝐹H(𝑸) 

is known as the inelastic structure factor: 

 

 𝐹H(𝑸) = 	h𝑀,
qDE𝑏st𝒆s

H (𝒒𝒍) ∗ 𝑸v𝑒;𝑸.𝒓(s)𝑒qyz
{

 (9) 

 
The inelastic structure factor holds information about the fitted model. The sum over the 𝜅 atoms 

within one primitive cell is due to the translational symmetry of the crystal. 𝑀s, 𝑏s are the atom’s 

mass and scattering length, respectively. There’s a Debye-Waller factor, 𝑒qyz , that accounts for 

the deviation of the atoms’ mean positions due to thermal fluctuations. With that said, what 

captures the polarization of the normal excitations is the dot product with a phase factor 

t𝒆s
H (𝒒𝒍) ∗ 𝑸v𝑒;𝑸.𝒓(s), where 𝒆s

H (𝒒𝒍) is the polarization vector obtained from a dynamical model 

describing the dynamics of such excitations. The dot product favors excitations propagating 

parallel to the scattered neutron beam. The phase factor 𝑒;𝑸.𝒓(s) ensures translational symmetry is 

preserved. 

	
The measured scattering cross-section can be represented in a simpler fashion: 
	

 _
𝜕E𝜎
𝜕Ω𝜕𝐸V

c
d]+

=
𝜎d]+
2𝑉

𝑘V
𝑘;
𝑁𝑆(𝑸, 𝐸)	

 

(10) 
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Where 𝜎d]+  is the coherent scattering cross-section of the particular crystal; 𝑆(𝑸, 𝐸) is called the 

dynamical structure factor. 𝑆(𝑸, 𝐸) holds information about the particular fitted model. It is good 

to point out that crystal invariance is not imposed in the expression of 𝑆(𝑸,𝐸). In this thesis we 

will use 𝑆(𝑸, 𝐸) and INSD interchangeably, neglecting the convolution with the detector’s 

response. 
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C. Implementation 

	 	

Bravais	Cell				

	({𝑯+,-},	{E})	
ranges	and	
bin	sizes	&	𝑃	

• Tile	INSD	reciprocal	space	with	primitive	

lattice	{𝑲+,-}	where:	

	 {𝑲+,-} =		integers	of	(𝐵9:;<;=;>?q� ∗

𝑃�(𝑯,𝑲, 𝑳))	for	(𝑯,𝑲, 𝑳) ∈ 	ℤ	in	{𝑯+,-}.		

• Fold	back	to	initially	empty	PBZ:	

𝑆′(𝒒𝒍, 𝐸) = 	𝑆′(𝒒𝒍, 𝐸) + 𝑆(𝑸, 𝐸)			

Count(𝒒𝒍, 𝐸)	+=	1	

	

• Iterate	over	the	energy	axis	E	in	{𝐸}:	
• Iterate	over	the	primitive	reciprocal	space:	
𝑸9:;<=;>? = 	𝐵9:;<;=;>?q� ∗ 𝑃�(𝒉, 𝒌, 𝒍) ∈ {𝑯+,-}	

• The	translationally	symmetric	𝒒𝒍 =
min	({𝒒𝒍}).	

• Calculate		{𝒒𝒍}: {𝒒𝒍} = 	𝑸9:;<;=;>? − {𝑲+,-}	
	

• Obtain	Primitive	cell	from	Bravais	cell	

using	Spglib	python	library:	

𝐴9:;<=;>? = 	𝑠𝑝𝑔. 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝐴�:�>�;�)	

• Obtain	the	reciprocal	primitive	cell:	

𝐵9:;<;=;>? = 𝐴9:;<;=;>?q� 	

INSD	
S({𝑯+,-}, {𝐸})	
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Observables in momentum space are obtained by a Fourier transformation of their real 

space operators as well as their eigenvectors; imposing that the real space is crystal invariant with 

respect to the space group {𝑅|𝑻} generates a reciprocal space with reciprocal space group {𝑊|𝑲}: 

 
 {𝑊|𝑲}𝑸 = 𝑊𝑸 +𝑲 (11) 

 
 	𝑊 = 𝑅qD	; 	𝑲 = 2𝜋𝑻qD (12) 

 
 < 𝝋[𝑸�(𝒓)|𝑓(𝒓)|𝝋[𝑸(𝒓) >	=	< 𝝋[𝑸�(𝒓)|𝐹(𝒒)|𝝋[𝑸(𝒓) > (13) 

It is not necessary that the reciprocal lattice is the same as a direct lattice. For a cubic system, for 

example, it’s a rule of thumb that a real space face-centered lattice has a body-centered reciprocal 

lattice, and vice versa. This does not affect the overall space group symmetry because in a 

symmetry group (point or space group) the reciprocal of each symmetry operation in the group 

Point	Group	
of	Space	

Group	{𝑅|0}		
	

• If	𝒒𝒍� = {𝑅|𝟎}𝒒𝒍:	
	

𝑆��(𝒒𝒍�, 𝐸) = 𝑆��(𝒒𝒍�, 𝐸) + 𝑆�(𝒒𝒍, 𝐸)	
	 Count(𝒒𝒍�, 𝐸)	+=	1	

Iteration	over	energy	axis	E	in	{𝐸}:	
• Iteration	over	all	points	in	the	PBZ	{𝒒𝒍�}:	

o Iteration	over	symmetries	{𝑅|𝟎}:	
§ A	second	iteration	over	all	

points	in	the	PBZ	{𝒒𝒍}:	

Figure 7: Work-flow of the folding Algorithm. The orange boxes denote the input 
files.	
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also belongs to the group (ITA, Chapter 1.5). Therefore, the group of site symmetries of a lattice 

and its reciprocal lattice are always the same. 

Germanium and Niobium’s space groups are 𝐹𝑑3�𝑚 and 𝐼𝑚3�𝑚 , respectively. They are 

both cubic systems, encapsulating relatively high symmetry relations. In fact, the point group 

𝑚3�𝑚 is called holohedral, meaning it is the largest point group of cubic systems, having 48 site 

symmetry operations. The point group 𝑑3�𝑚 contains non-primitive translations, namely glide 

operations, therefore it generates a non-symmorphic space group. With that said, 𝑑3�𝑚 is actually 

isomporphic to 𝑚3�𝑚, able to be represented by the same 48 site symmetry operations. For non-

symmorphic space groups, preserving the space group symmetries is achieved by imposing the 

point group symmetries onto every vector inside the PBZ, neglecting non-primitive translations 

without any loss of symmetry relations. 

The data presented in this thesis of Germanium and Niobium represents their phonon 

spectrum at 5 Kelvin, measured by ARCS time-of-flight instrument with monochromatic neutron 

fluxes of incident energies 40 and 47 meV, respectively. As mentioned above, the data’s coverage 

in reciprocal space is limited by the size of the detector as well as the real lattice parameter of the 

crystal. This creates an extended domain of data in reciprocal space, {𝑯+,-}. The folding 

algorithm’s task is to fold this domain into the PBZ, a region that preserves the full symmetry of 

the space group. The reciprocal domains of the datasets were tiled by the Wigner-Seitz PC and 

ascribed the real space point group. Since the factor group {𝑅|𝑻}/𝑻 (and {𝑊|𝑲}/𝑲) can be 

generated for all space groups, an average over translationally equivalent 𝑸 vectors is taken 

separately from the rotationally equivalent 𝒒𝒍 vectors inside a single PBZ. This means that after 

translating the data to a single PBZ, an average over the rotationally symmetric 𝒒𝒍 vectors inside 

the PBZ is subsequently obtained. 
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The inputs for the folding algorithm are: the dataset and the dataset ranges, bin sizes and 

an orthogonal co-ordinate system of the reciprocal space, and the Bravais cell that preserves the 

crystallographic symmetry and the atomic positions of the measured crystal.  

 

	
Figure 8: Niobium input files. Once the Bravais cell is inputted, the primitive 

cell is obtained. 

The Bravais cell is inputted as a cell file of Spglib. Spglib Python library is used to identify the 

space group and the primitive cell of the crystal. From Spglib, matrix representations of the 

symmetry elements of the point group {𝑅|𝟎} are obtained1. The algorithm initially tiles the INSD 

extended reciprocal domain {𝑯+,-} using the reciprocal primitive cell through the following co-

ordinate transformation: 

 𝑃�(𝑯,𝑲, 𝑳) = 𝐵9:;<;=;>?� 𝑲+,- (14) 
 

Where 𝑃 is the co-ordinate system the data was reduced with respect to; 𝐵9:;<;=;>? is the co-

ordinate matrix of the primitive reciprocal lattice of the given sample. The components of 

																																																																				
1	Spglib	outputs	space	groups	of	the	real	space,	which	were	used	to	fold	the	datasets	since	the	space	
groups	are	isomorphic	to	their	reciprocal	space	counterpart.	
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(𝑯,𝑲, 𝑳) are integers in {𝑯+,-}. The components of the primitive lattice vectors {𝑲+,-} that make 

up the primitive reciprocal lattice inside {𝑯+,-} are also integers. The data is then overlapped to 

an initially empty Wigner-Seitz volume representing the PBZ. An average over the non-zero 

translationally symmetric data points is attained at every point inside the PBZ. Furthermore, since 

the Wigner-Seitz primitive cell preserves the symmetry of {𝑅|𝟎}, an average over symmetry 

equivalent 𝒒𝒍� vectors for every 𝒒𝒍 vector inside the PBZ is then obtained by applying the full set 

of symmetries of {𝑅|𝟎} to 𝒒𝒍 and averaging over the rotationally equivalent points {𝑅𝒒𝒍}.  

 

1.) INS Data Extraction 
INSD is extracted using Horace software. Horace is a data analysis and visualization 

software that was used to visualize and extract INSD with respect to its 4-Dimensional energy-

momentum space. The 3-Dimensional reciprocal space is referenced with respect to an 

orthogonal co-ordinate system, 𝑃, usually chosen to be coplanar with the measured plane. The 

coefficients of the co-ordinate matrix are obtained from Horace in reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u). 

The measured planes of Germanium and Niobium were [𝑯,𝑲, 𝟎] and [𝑯,𝑯, 𝑳], respectively. The 

out-of-plane coverage is relatively smaller than that of in-plane, but can still be tiled by more than 

one primitive unit cell along that direction. In order to tile the reciprocal space of the dataset with 

the identified PC, the inputted Bravais cell must first be converted to obtain the reciprocal 

primitive basis. After, the primitive translation vectors are projected onto the reciprocal space by 

the co-ordinate matrix 𝑃, creating the subset {𝑲+,-} of {𝑯+,-}. 
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Figure 9: S([H,K,0],E) of Germanium (top left) and S([H,H,L],E) of Niobium 

(top right), & the corresponding elastic maps (E=0 meV) of the measured planes. The 
limited detector coverage in reciprocal space can be seen.  

The lattices of Germanium and Niobium are the cubic diamond lattice and body centered cubic, 

respectively. With lattice constants of 5.66 and 3.30 angstroms, Germanium’s bigger real space 

lattice constant compared to Niobium’s leads to a smaller reciprocal lattice constant. Since the 

reciprocal lattice constant is inversely related to the real space lattice constant, Germanium’s 

reciprocal extended domain is able to be tiled by more of its PC’s, 

 
2.) Obtaining The Wigner-Seitz PBZ 

The first Brillouin zone is a region of reciprocal space around some origin 𝒐 in which 

|𝒒𝒍| ≤ |𝒒 − 𝑲| holds for all 𝒒𝒍 vectors inside it. In general, a choice of reciprocal space cell that 

encapsulates the first Brillouin Zone is arbitrary as long as it preserves the Bloch symmetry of the 

crystal. Nevertheless, a finite reciprocal domain that preserves the full crystallographic symmetry 
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of the crystal can be tiled by the Wigner-Seitz cell (ITA, Chapter 1.5). Therefore, INSD is 

initially tiled by the corresponding Wigner-Seitz cell of the crystal. The Wigner-Seitz cell is 

generally obtained by starting at a lattice point and drawing a bisecting plane midway between all 

its nearest lattice points. Using Spglib, the primitive basis 𝐴9:;<;=;>? is initially obtained; 

reciprocal lattice points are indexed at integer values of 𝑲 with respect to the origin of the 

reference coordinate system. The resulting subset {𝑲+,-} spans {𝑯+,-}, and represents the origins 

of the tiled Wigner-Seitz cells. With respect to the primitive basis, the distances between a single 

𝑸9:;<;=;>? vector in {𝑯+,-} and the subset {𝑲+,-} are calculated: 

 {𝒒𝒍} = 	𝑸9:;<;=;>? −	 {𝑲+,-} (15) 
 

The vector that corresponds to the minimum of the set {𝒒𝒍} is the translationally 

equivalent vector 𝒒𝒍 to 𝒒 that is inside the Wigner-Seitz PBZ. Since {𝑯+,-} spans multiple PBZ’s, 

by iterating over the entire domain, the translationally equivalent 𝑸9:;<;=;>? vectors belonging to 

{𝑯+,-} are folded into the PBZ. The number of Bloch equivalent 𝑸 vectors mapped to a single 𝒒𝒍 

is recorded as 𝑁+,-→¢�£ , and the average of the folded data is obtained separately at every 𝒒𝒍 

vector inside the PBZ:  

 < 𝑆(𝒒𝒍	, 𝐸) >{𝑸}	=
1

𝑁+,-→¢�£
h 𝑆(𝑸

{𝑸	¤	𝒒𝒍¥	𝑲¦§¨}

	 , 𝐸) (16) 

As mentioned, Germanium’s space group 𝐹𝑑3�𝑚 contains non-primitive translational symmetries 

as well. Therefore, by ensuring the factor group 𝐹𝑑3©⃗ 𝑚 /	𝑻 exists, the non-primitive translational 

symmetries can be neglected without any loss of crystallographic symmetry relations of the space 

group. 

	
3.) Obtaining the Symmetry-Averaged PBZ 

After obtaining the average over translationally equivalent 𝑸 vectors, the next step is to 

impose the rotational symmetries. To impose the full crystallographic symmetry of the folded 
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PBZ, we take the average of every 𝒒𝒍 vector over its rotationally equivalent points lying inside 

the PBZ by applying the point group operations: 

 𝒒𝒍� = {𝑅|𝟎}𝒒𝒍: (17) 
 

 

<< 𝑆(𝒒𝒍	, 𝐸) >{𝑸}>{«𝒒𝒍}	

=
1

|{𝑅𝒒𝒍}|
			 h < 𝑆(𝒒𝒍�	
𝒒¨
�	¤	{«𝒒𝒍}	

	 , 𝐸) >{𝒒} (18) 

   
 

	

 	
Figure 10: Iso-energy surfaces inside the PBZ’s of Germanium S([H,K,L],E = 10 

meV) (top left) & Niobium  S([H,K,L],E = 25 meV) (top right). 2D projections of the 
Iso-energy surfaces inside the PBZ of Germanium S([H,K,0],E = 10 meV) (bottom left) 

& of Niobium S([H,H,L],E = 25 meV) (bottom right). 

Though non-symmorphic, Germanium’s PBZ can still be obtained by the point group of the space 

group. This is shown in figure 10 of the iso-energy surfaces of the symmetry-averaged PBZ. By 

averaging over the point group symmetries of the space group for every vector inside the PBZ, 
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the iso-energy surfaces inside the PBZ display the inherent symmetry relations of their 

corresponding space groups. 
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D. Script of the Folding Algorithm 
 

1.) Loading the Input Files: 
def load_sqw(s,name): 

    arrays = {} 

    f = h5py.File(s) 

    for k, v in f.items(): 

       arrays[k] = np.array(v) 

 

    sqw = arrays[name] 

    return sqw 

def load_kx_ky_kz_e(kx1,kxend,dkx,ky1,kyend,dky,kz1,kzend,dkz,e1,eend,de): 

    kx = np.arange(kx1,kxend,dkx) 

    ky = np.arange(ky1,kyend,dky) 

    kz = np.arange(kz1,kzend,dkz) 

    e = np.arange(e1,eend+de,de) 

    qe = (kx,ky,kz,e) 

    return qe 

2.) Obtaining The Wigner-Seitz PBZ: 

def bzfold(sqw,sqerror,proju,projv,projw,plattice,kx,ky,kz,e,highpass): 

    highpass = highpass 

    #Tile Q Space: 

    tx = np.arange(math.floor(kx[0])-1,math.ceil(kx[-1])+1,1) 

    ty = np.arange(math.floor(ky[0])-1,math.ceil(ky[-1])+1,1) 

    tz = np.arange(math.floor(kz[0])-1,math.ceil(kz[-1])+1,1) 

    taus = [] 
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    for x in tx: 

        for y in ty: 

            for z in tz: 

                if 

np.allclose(np.dot(plattice,(x*proju+y*projv+z*projw)),np.dot(plattice,(x*proju+y*projv+z*proj

w)).astype(int)): 

                    tau = (x*proju+y*projv+z*projw) 

                    taus.append(tau) 

 

    tau = np.vstack(taus) 

 

    #Calculate Projection Norms: 

    normu = np.linalg.norm(proju)**2 

    normv = np.linalg.norm(projv)**2 

    normw = np.linalg.norm(projw)**2 

 

    #Fold to First BZ: 

    sbz = np.zeros(shape=(size(sqw,3),size(sqw,2),size(sqw,1),size(sqw,0))) 

    sbzerror = np.zeros(shape=(size(sqw,3),size(sqw,2),size(sqw,1),size(sqw,0))) 

    count = np.zeros(shape=(size(sqw,3),size(sqw,2),size(sqw,1),size(sqw,0))) 

    for d in range(len(e)): 

        for i in kx: 

            for j in ky: 

                for k in kz: 
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                    if np.log10(np.abs(sqw[d,(np.abs(kz-k)).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-j)).argmin(),(np.abs(kx-

i)).argmin()])) < highpass: 

                        sqw[d,(np.abs(kz-k)).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-j)).argmin(),(np.abs(kx-i)).argmin()] = 

0.00001 

                    Q = (i*proju+j*projv+k*projw) 

                    q =Q-tau 

                    [H,K,L] = q[np.argmin(np.linalg.norm(q,axis=1))] 

                    if  math.ceil(kx[0]) < (np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),proju)/normu) < math.floor(kx[-1]) 

and  math.ceil(ky[0]) < (np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projv)/normv) < math.floor(ky[-1]) \ 

                       and  math.ceil(kz[0]) < (np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projw)/normw) < math.floor(kz[-

1]):  

                        sbz[(np.abs(kx-(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),proju)/normu))).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-

(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projv)/normv))).argmin(),(np.abs(kz-

(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projw)/normw))).argmin(),d] += sqw[d,(np.abs(kz-

k)).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-j)).argmin(),(np.abs(kx-i)).argmin()] 

                        sbzerror[(np.abs(kx-

(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),proju)/normu))).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-

(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projv)/normv))).argmin(),(np.abs(kz-

(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projw)/normw))).argmin(),d] += sqerror[d,(np.abs(kz-

k)).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-j)).argmin(),(np.abs(kx-i)).argmin()] 

                        if sqw[d,(np.abs(kz-k)).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-j)).argmin(),(np.abs(kx-i)).argmin()] 

>0.00001: 

                           count[(np.abs(kx-

(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),proju)/normu))).argmin(),(np.abs(ky-
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(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projv)/normv))).argmin(),(np.abs(kz-

(np.dot(np.array([H,K,L]),projw)/normw))).argmin(),d] +=1 

 

    snorm = np.divide(sbz,count, out=sbz, where=count!=0) 

    errornorm = np.divide(sbzerror,count, out=sbzerror, where=count!=0) 

 

    #Define BZ: 

    (x,y,z,w) = np.nonzero(snorm) 

    kbx = kx[np.amin(x):np.amax(x)+2] 

    kby = ky[np.amin(y):np.amax(y)+2] 

    kbz = kz[np.amin(z):np.amax(z)+2] 

    sbzebound = snorm[np.amin(x):np.amax(x)+2, 

np.amin(y):np.amax(y)+2,np.amin(z):np.amax(z)+2,] 

    sbzerrorbound = errornorm[np.amin(x):np.amax(x)+2, 

np.amin(y):np.amax(y)+2,np.amin(z):np.amax(z)+2,] 

 

    sbze = (sbzebound,sbzerrorbound,kbx,kby,kbz) 

    return sbze                            

3.) Obtaining the Symmetry-Averaged PBZ: 
	

def	symmetrizebz(spacegroup,cell,sbze,sbzerror,kbx,kby,kbz,e,proju,projv,projw):	

				#	Obtain	Symmetry	operations	from	Spglib:	

				symmetry	=	spg.get_symmetry(cell,	symprec=1e-5)	

				rotations	=	symmetry['rotations']	

				translations	=	symmetry['translations']	

				#Calculate	Projection	Norms:	
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				normu	=	np.linalg.norm(proju)**2	

				normv	=	np.linalg.norm(projv)**2	

				normw	=	np.linalg.norm(projw)**2	

	

				symsbze	=	np.zeros(shape=(size(sbze,0),size(sbze,1),size(sbze,2),size(sbze,3)))	

				symsbzerror	=	

np.zeros(shape=(size(sbzerror,0),size(sbzerror,1),size(sbzerror,2),size(sbzerror,3)))	

				counttensor	=	np.zeros(shape=(size(sbze,0),size(sbze,1),size(sbze,2),size(sbze,3)))	

	

				kibx	=	np.zeros(shape=(size(kbx,0)))	

				kiby	=	np.zeros(shape=(size(kbx,0)))	

	

				for	en	in	range(len(e)):	

								for	x	in	kbx:	

												for	y	in	kby:	

																for	z	in	kbz:	

																				count	=	0	

																				A	=	(proju*x+projv*y+projw*z)	

																				for	R,T	in	zip(rotations,translations):	

																								[H,K,L]	=	np.dot(R,A)	

																								qcheck	=	np.array([H,K,L])	

																								if	sbze[np.abs(kbx-x).argmin(),np.abs(kby-y).argmin(),np.abs(kbz-z).argmin(),en]	>0:	

																												symsbze[np.abs(kbx-x).argmin(),np.abs(kby-y).argmin(),np.abs(kbz-z).argmin(),en]	

+=	sbze[np.abs(kbx-(np.dot(qcheck,proju)/normu)).argmin(),np.abs(kby-

(np.dot(qcheck,projv)/normv)).argmin(),np.abs(kbz-(np.dot(qcheck,projw)/normw)).argmin(),en]	

																												symsbzerror[np.abs(kbx-x).argmin(),np.abs(kby-y).argmin(),np.abs(kbz-

z).argmin(),en]	+=	sbzerror[np.abs(kbx-(np.dot(qcheck,proju)/normu)).argmin(),np.abs(kby-

(np.dot(qcheck,projv)/normv)).argmin(),np.abs(kbz-(np.dot(qcheck,projw)/normw)).argmin(),en]	
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																												count+=1	

	

																				#Obtain	average	Per	Q-Point:	

																				symsbze[np.abs(kbx-x).argmin(),np.abs(kby-y).argmin(),np.abs(kbz-z).argmin(),en]	/=	

count	

																				symsbzerror[np.abs(kbx-x).argmin(),np.abs(kby-y).argmin(),np.abs(kbz-z).argmin(),en]	

/=	count	

	

				symmetricbz	=	symsbze	#/(count/(len(kbx)*len(kby)*len(kbz)*len(e)))	

				symmetricbzerror	=	symsbzerror	

				return	(symmetricbz,symmetricbzerror)	
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4.) Conclusion 
 

INSD collected in energy momentum space is limited by the size of the area detector of 

TOF neutron spectroscopy instruments. Taking advantage of the fact that INSD preserves the 

crystallographic symmetries of the space group of the crystal, SpgFoldINSD algorithm was 

developed to obtain the symmetry averaged PBZ, thereby significantly increasing the data’s 

statistical quality. For ordered lattices such as Germanium and Niobium, where primitive 

translational symmetry is preserved, the crystallographic symmetries can be obtained from two 

subgroups; the point group of the space group {𝑅|𝟎} and the invariant primitive translations 

group 𝑻 (or their reciprocal space representations). Taking into consideration the isomorphism 

between real and reciprocal space, we show that the crystallographic symmetries are preserved in 

energy-momentum space by tiling the reciprocal space with the Wigner-Seitz PBZ and rotating 

the folded PBZ with respect to the point group of the space group {𝑅|𝟎}. The limited coverage of 

INSD creates an extended domain in reciprocal space; obtaining the Wigner-Seitz PBZ and 

averaging over symmetry equivalent points is analogous to an exact unfolding of calculated SC 

eigenstates inside the SBZ to the PBZ with preserved Bloch symmetry of the PC. 
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